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More Police

Safety from 
crime

OR
Safety from 

police brutality

No more false choices.

Public Safety =



The 
Problem

Republicans positioned “Defund the Police” as 
the wedge issue of the 2020 cycle and have 

already begun executing the same strategy in 
2022

Democrats opposition to “Defund Police” is 
creating opposition with the most dedicated 

activists in our coalition

Escalating crime and violence in urban centers 
further complicates police reform efforts

The 
Opportunity

Democrats can stop declaring blanket opposition 
for “Defund the police” and start declaring their 
support for policies of “Defund” that are popular 

across audiences 

Democrats can enlist very dedicated police reform 
activists in their efforts to elect more Dems that 

support their agenda

Democrats can run on an agenda that actually leads 
to better and safer outcomes for target 

communities



“The movement for black lives just 

evolved from black people vs. the police 

to young people vs. racism. This creates 

a unique opportunity for Dems to 

consolidate young votes into the 

progressive coalition.” 

Terrance Woodbury – Washington Post 

(April 12, 2020) 

It is not just Black people fighting for Black lives anymore. 

Source: Brookings Institution



A majority of Black People 
agree with Defunding the 
Police, with support 
increasing when defund is 
explained further as 
“redirecting” police funds 
to community resources



Defining “Defund the Police” in their own words
Open End: What do you think it means to “defund the police”?
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7%
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Eliminate/abolish the police

Hold police accountable for racial
profiling/killing

Reform and retrain police

Reduce police salaries

Fund social service programs instead

Take away/reduce police funding



GEORGE FLOYD & DERECK CHAUVIN GUILTY VERDICT



Black Americans have mixed attitudes towards the Police

“We want police to stop killing us, and to stop us from getting killed. Why is that so hard?” 

Black Male Millennial, Campaign Zero Focus Groups (April 2021) 



TOP ISSUE PRIORITIES

While there is often nuance amongst Black voters regarding safety and policing, there is sometimes 

nuance within the same Black voter who wants to feel safer from crime and violence AND safer from 

police brutality.



Black people facing crisis-level economic hardship

Almost 1 million 

Black people 

unable to pay rent 

or mortgage



Despite the Economic and Racial Pain, Black adults are feeling optimistic about the 
future and continue to see the power in their vote



Black People Approve of the Democrats they Elected and feel that Joe Biden 
is Addressing the Needs of Black People 



The People’s Response Act:
Rep. Cori Bush

• Establishes a division within the Department of 
Health and Human Services to promote and fund 
community-led responses to public safety

• Call upon nonpolice first responders for emergency 
situations stemming from mental health issues, 
substance use, etc

• Promote “non-carceral, health-centered investments 
in public safety”

What could Public Safety look like outside of the police?   

Louisville, KY:
Post-Breonna Taylor Settlement

• Encourage officers to increase their casual presence 
in communities (ie actually live there)

• Social workers will assist police officers on dispatch 
runs, but won’t replace them

• Banned the use of no-knock warrants
• Civilian review board & inspector general to review 

police actions

Solutions exist, but more research is needed.



"Not talking about defunding the police doesn't mean that nobody 
will hear about defunding the police; it simply means they will 
only hear what the Right says about defunding the police.” 

@HITStrat @t_woodbury1



BLACKtrack is HIT Strategies recurring monthly 
national survey of 1000 Black adults age 18+ on 
current social and political issues and is a part of 
our broader HIT Tracker series to follow trends in 
the ascending electorate. 

For more information on previous data or to 
subscribe go to hitstrat.com/blacktrack to find:

✓ Toplines 
✓ Interactive Dashboard 
✓ Social Media Graphics 
✓ Infographic
✓ PowerPoint Presentation
✓ Information to Subscribe
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